at Cornell, we want your career to be more than a way to survive – we want your career to be where you thrive. Take advantage of these tools to help you set and achieve your career goals!

**Career Toolkit**
We've created a helpful step-by-step toolkit to assist in planning and managing your career development. Each step provides ideas and resources that can help you take charge of your career and maximize your potential.

**Career Navigator**
The Career Navigator Tool maps where you are in the Cornell job family matrix, and shows the framework toward advancement and exploration of new career areas.

**Career Development Opportunities**
Get hands-on experience with the Experiential Development Opportunity (EDO) Program, or find a mentor who can help you understand what it takes to move toward your career goals.

**Career Management Resources**
Check this helpful collection of links to tools and organizations that can support your career ambitions!
CU Learn: Compliance and skills training for the Cornell community

CU Learn is a tool for the Cornell workforce and students which provides access to both online and classroom-based non-credit training programs. Courses include training for laboratory and safety compliance, accounting and procurement systems, “Building a Culture of Respect at Cornell,” technical training from CIT, career and professional skills from human resources, and more.